The NEXT Generation of Candy/Gum Vending
A solution to the Covid-19 bulk vending of raw candy

Brand Vending Products LLC, a leader and pioneer in the toy and vending industry for over 24
years, while working with Concord Confections and Tootsie Brands in North America have
come up with an innovative solution to the safe dispensing of candy in bulk vending machines.
Any bulk vending machine currently dispensing 2” capsules can now vend the NEW Candy
Capsule. Candy that is now hygienically shrink wrapped and sealed inside a small container.
The user gets what looks like a sealed pack of candy right out of the vending machine.
In this day and age of Covid -19 and the public being wary of hygiene and safety we needed to
address the concerns of our customers.
With gum and candy being one of the number one products vended from bulk dispenser it makes
sense to innovate the way candy and gum is dispensed to the user. No longer is the consumer
going to accept raw candy and gum coming out of the metal chute and being touched by multiple
hands. This new innovative method is safe, hygienic and portable. We have partnered up with an
FDA approved fulfillment center to assure quality and hygiene standards are met.
C.E.O. of Brand Vending – Scott Jochim says: “We are very excited to once again bring the first
ever of its kind an affordable sealed candy and gum capsule to the North American market.
Products like this help keep Brand Vending in the forefront and leading edge of the industry in
safety and in access. This product is all about innovation, accessibility, hygiene and safety.
While still giving the customer the experience and convenience of candy and gum in bulk
vending machines where we have all come to love.
Products like this open up a whole new market of limitless opportunities. “Brand sees thousands
of potential outlets for these types of safe candy and gum capsules. Nuts, chips and other
products that you want to be safe and hygienic and ready to eat are coming.
Who is Brand Vending Products, LLC?
Brand Vending Products has been promoting and innovating great bulk vending products for
over 24 years. They create, design, and develop their own toy lines and brands; like the popular
SqwishLand figurine series which has been awarded the Best-Selling 1-Inch Capsuled Product
for 9 years running. The SqwishLand toy line has sold over 100 million figurines in both retail
and vending. “Our goal has always been to offer unique products that sell through vending
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machines quickly and focusing on a streamlined offering of original, strong-selling, quality toys
& novelties” says Brand Vending Products.
They are known for conceptualizing many vending industry firsts, including:
•
•
•
•
•

First Temporary Tattoo machines in vending
First vending toy to reach over 100,000,000 pcs of distribution
Innovated the 1-nch round capsules that are compatible with candy gumball machines
Developing intellectual property specifically for vending
Unique codes in toy capsules for an Online/Mobile game making Sqwishland the most
affordable digital and physical play pattern on the planet
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